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Technology

ing to model. must be closely linked to the tools used

I. Introduction

in multidimensional analysis. The set of tools used in

At the end of the century, when it not the access

multidimensional analysis, together with the properly

to information necessary in taking decisions which is a

designed information warehouse, has been found ex-

prerequisite for success, but the speed of analysing and

tremely useful in the design aid systems. A similar

processing such information, the significance and scope

arrangement may also be used in building an expert or

of usage of multidimensional information analysis has

advisory system, assisted by an appropriate conclusion

increased greatly. Strategic decisions must be taken

formulating mechanism which would make the most

quickly, firmly and, at the same time, leaving enough

possibilities presented by the multidimensional analysis

room for the presentation of accurate arguments sup-

performed in real time. Due to the fact that the subject

porting a given choice. Possibilities of analysing and

area is vast, the problem under discussion has been

using information stored in data warehouses have now

narrowed down to the question of designing and main-

twofold significance, looking from the standpoint of

tenance of roads and motorways. Due to the editorial

strategic decisions [1, 2]. Firstly, fast multidimensional

limitations, the subject area will be presented in more

information analysis facilitates the optimisation of de-

detail and discussed in the papers to follow this one

cisions, which are to be taken. It is particularly impor-

shortly. This paper is divided into two parts: the first

tant in the case of decisions being taken in the context

describes the questions of modelling and multidimen-

of shortage of budget resources, in the framework of

sional analysis in view of road design, and the second

the so-called minimum budget economy. Secondly, fast

part touches upon the module structure of building an

and efficient data analysis quite efficiently supports ar-

expert system embracing a mechanism of multidimen-

guments highlighting the needs, and helps combat the

sional analysis of information. How such a system is

competition with the arsenal of prospective presenta-

built will be shown on the example of a Advisory

tion of multidimensional data.

System used in road network management [3].

Another important quality of multidimensional
analysis is the: possibility of obtaining the answer to

2. l\lodelling and multidimensional analysis in design

..whlll it:.." questions in real time. in the: so called ,.on
line·· mode. Such a possibility of fon:casting change

During the process of numerical modelling. the first

and the influence of decisions to he taken iO\ oh ing

element thlll undergoes analysis is landfi.mn (terrain).

the ohjcct under scrutiny t:u:ilitatc fast and ctlicient

Landti.mn is crc:ncd on the hasis if land sun cys Igeo-

assessment of ortions. In order to fully utilise the

detic measurements) and marped as a numerical model

rossihilities of multidimensional analysis. \\e need to

of land. The clements constituting a numerical model

usc information technology in modelling the real world

of the land tom1 are the strings of graphic data. ie sets

in such a way that the analysed objects or their parts

of interrelated points. Each string has its co-ordinates:

are represented as multidimensional entities with a re-

x, y. an ordinate, and the point number. Moreover, each

flection in a data base. The database itself, as an in-

string has an individual name. Such strings are three-

formation warehouse describing the world we are try-

dimensional information strings, called sub-strings.
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Sub-strings help describe the landform (terrain),

ter string is built defines it. Performing a multidimen-

defining the characteristic contours, and dispersed picket

sional analysis and a geometrical transformation, we can

points. Such a representation. though, is not an accu-

generate the whole body of the road on the basis of

rate representation of the terrain. Having at our dis-

the master string.

posal a model consisting of 3D sub-strings representing, for example, the contours of a road, hard shoul-

Triangulation

ders. ditches, and so on. we can put such a model

• Survey or design models using strings
• Analyses models using a triangular

through a process of multidimensional analysis. If such
an analysis is performed using a two-stage interpola-

Model

tion (primary and secondary), what we get in effect is

---------

WroacLr.

---------

------.~:.:·~=~~--~

)/\<:.,

a 36-dimension triangulation model. It is a multidimensional analysis of a simple string model with a resulting transformation leading to a triangulation model.

----

..··
··. ~.
__________________ ::-

_,

....···········

Thanks to such an analysis we obtain an accurate

......········••····•·

model of the terrain. Another example of multidimen-

·"'==::;;:::.;:'!'

sional analysis and the resulting transformation is the
analysis of a triangulation model going from the 36-

Fig 2. Triangulation - a result of a multidimensional
analysis and transformation

dimension form to a 2.5 dimension form. In effect, we
obtain a layer type model of land surface, which describes it equally accurately, with a simplified notation
in the data warehouse pertinent to the model.

Following the analysis of two models, for example, the model of terrain and the model of the designed road body, it is possible to arrive at a string defining the line where those models come across. It is

Sq'iMJm NL91f==im

particularly useful in modelling slopes. Such an analy-

X Y Z Olliuase BariDg Rldius

X. y. z. CllliJII8C, llelriJII, Rlllius.

sis is performed in a forward and backward option,

Gndied, MvWe,lklode, VCXJdc, HN-. VName
XY
XYZ

defining the linking parameters in the two options. In

X YZ Slllioo 1D
X. Y, Z. Ol&et,
Libel ofiMelwdillg llrias

led the interface string.

effect, we obtain a 5-dimensional resulting string, calIt is possible to use a thorough multidimensional

.......
-.------sm.a
·..

51111-terilp
.....-----=--=--=------=-··._··-:,_
~~
- -. . . .,

·•··········...

____

analysis to test a single string model, in order to, for
example, arrive at cross or longitudinal sections of the
terrain only .

•

Fig I. Basic types of strings used in modelling and in
multidimensional analysi~

Since the route axi!> i!> one of the most important
elements in the process of designing linear objects. it
is defined in a very special way by the multidimensional system. A 6-dimensional string. called a Master
String. having referential links with a 12-dimensional
geometric string generated automatically when the mas-
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The six dimensions stored for each point on a master
string are:
X, Y, Z. Chllinage, Beutng, bdl•

• Contains points at
- Regular c:hainage ilterval
- Horizontal tangent poinls
- VeriJCal tangent points

-------------~
..

Fig 3. Multidimensional MASTER STRINGS

• The twelve dimensions stored for each

point on a geometry string are:

X, Y, Z. Chalnqe, Bearing, Radius, Gr.dlent, M v•lue,
Hc:ocle, Vcode, HNeme, VN•me

has been introduced. This string is generated on the basis
of the analysis of a primitive model of the terrain.

• Contains points at
- prinary geometric points only

....·····

P8T

..···--............................
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sc

............................... ~·•.:- ......
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Fig 4. Multidimensional GEOMETRIC STRINGS
Fig S. A model of the road body under design together
with the terrain model

Or else, a number of models together arriving at,
for example, a designed road body and the terrain. and
obtaining the results regarding volume of area of future earth or surface work.

The string in such a shape has 36 dimensions and
represents a model of triangulation of the terrain, ie

Therefore, a multidimensional model is a good and
reliable tool, which can be used in modelling and re-

the representation of the terrain by means of triangular
planes of the same inclination.

viewing design options of different kinds of linear and

The basic benefit of the 36-dimensional triangula-

three-dimensional structures. Summing up, it is possible

tion string is an accurate representation of the terrain,

to adopt the procedure described above to assist and

and its drawback is a huge memory demand. In order

facilitate modelling and multidimensional analysis in

to minimise the trouble of having to provide so much

design. Using geometric strings, we can give a repre-

information for each individual point on the string, the

sentation of contours of an existing road, hard shoul-

triangulation string itself is regarded as a transition

der, ditch, pavement, buildings, and so on.

analysis tool and a basis for generating a string which

Another element contributing to the information

unequivocally describes a model of the terrain, and has

about the modelled fragment of the real world is a

a benefit of being 2,5-dimensional. The reason is that

string of dispersed points. Such a string may represent

it only has x, y, z co-ordinates, and an ordinate for a

a set of point type elements classified into one cat-

heading of each series of points constituting a string.

egory. such as: characteristic features land, or trees,
lamp-posts, and so on.

string representing a section of the existing terrain

This type of string. in contrast to the previous one.

through the modelled body. called an interface. It is a

does not have obvious geometric links between the

5-dimensional string. generated automatically as a re-

points and. therefore. the system analyses it as a set of

sult of the analysis of the numerical model of the ter-

dispersed points. not accounting for the links between

rain and of the body (Fig I).

points as

Another characteristic type of information is a

contour~.

The terrain rerresented hy
typel-> uf stringl'>

limn~

the

mean~

~u-called

of those 1\\u

•

Po•nts calculated from tnangle edges end faces

rrimiti\e numerical

model uf the.: land timnatiun. It il'> a l'>imrlitied

\er~ion

of the terrain hecause the system. during the analyl'>il'>.
may represent an untrue retlection of reality due to.
tor example. little density of points and contours in the
frctgment of terrain under scrutiny.
In order to support the person responsible for
technical drawings. and try to represent more accurately
the numerical model of the terrain, another type of string
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•

Po~~-~~::~~~~~:.····

Q

Points on long section

Fig 6. Sections through triangulation

. ·.~

Cross sections...
• Cross sections stored as individual strings

• Only initial character given, not full string name
- for example, '0' for design, 'E' for existing

'D'sedions

-----·-·- -----------·-·,_____________ .... __ ._ . _., _____ _

,.- .

'E' sections

Fig 7. Cross and longitudinal sections resulting from
multidimensional analysis of string model

Fig 8. An example of a pattern of an advisory system
using a multidimensional analysis module

Yet another element occurring in a technical design of a road is the road axis. This element is modelled numerically, often as a 6-dimensional element of
the road that, apart from the first four dimensions.
namely: point number, x, y, and z, contains information
about the azimuth, and about picketage. On the basis
of such a string, pending an appropriate analysis, it is
possible to generate simple strings and add to the
designed body. for example, of a road. Using the elements, so expanded in dimensions, it is possible to make
clear designs of various linear objects. A multidimensional character of such a design facilitates fast and
accurate analysis of a design and becomes a tool to
generate a number of optional solutions. The type of
modelling and multidimensional analysis presented in
Part I has been used in many new generation CAD
systems. and the MX family products based on the
MOSS system may serve as a good example of this
statement.

Proper organisation in data warehouses facilitates
fast, multidimensional analysis of information and its
prospective presentation. Information is made available
and is analysed in accordance with the user's level of
accessibility. The authorisation level is a consequence
of the role a user of the system plays in the decisionmaking process, in other words. is a consequence of
the user's competence.
The multidimensional character of the advisory
system is not only reflected in the way information is
analysed, but also in its multidimensional presentation.
In presentation, multidimensional systems use both
information displayed as text and graphics. A general
pattern of an advisory system, which uses this type of
analysis, is shown in Fig 8.
As a result. the advisory system. thanks to the
multidimensional analysis of historical information and
current data. facilitates the presentation of the real or

3. Multidimensional analysis in property management
Another example of utilising multidimensional data
analysis in construction industry is applying it to road
maintenance. The

~J\\ areness

of the necessity of plan-

prospective state of the managed property. depending
on the needs of a person taking a decision. The system
enables a spatial presentation of intom1ation. as illustrated in Fig 'l.

ning the de\ dopment and maintenance of the network

A spatial set uf infummtion consisting of time.

uf ru;~ds. defining str.ncgic targets and methods ttl reach

condition. and types of clements facilitates analysis

those targets is a key ability of stall" responsible tor

within a gi\'en r.tngc. The .. A.. type of spatial perspec-

road network maintenance. Fast development of infor-

tive presents the result of the analysis. thanks to which

mation technology has resulted in the advisory systems

we obtain information regarding all objects within a

using multidimensional informational analysis in data

network of streets in a selected time span. Such an

warehouses becoming the basic tool in property man-

analysis may provide an accurate answer to the ques-

agement.

tion of the state of road network over the time that is
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interesting for the user. Adding other dimensions. such

These categories of systems, presented in a sketchy

as a set of maintenance decisions. we can obtain simu-

way, have found its way to engineer's everyday practice.

lations illustrating the effect of the decisions which have

Such advisory systems using a multidimensional analysis

been taken about the state of managed propeny.

tool linked with a properly designed data warehouse can
be extended by an addition of a multidimensional eco-

v-o

nomic analysis module. The author will present the sub-

,--

ject in fonhcoming work. The discussed systems facilitate forecasting. and not only with respect to technical
condition of the network. but also with respect to the

\'ittiA

...
.

!
I -

f

risk related to the decisions which have been taken. and

VnC

.

help optimise the distribution of resources necessary to

I

I

maintain the road network in good technical condition.

·::-r:~I..; L_:
I
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The .,8" perspective presents the result of the

DAUGIAMAtl() DUOMEN() ANALIZt STATYBOS
VEIKLOJE

analysis which provided an answer to the question as

A. Fojud

to which elements still remain in the state assumed for

Santrauka

them in a chosen time span pointing, for example, at

Siuo metu statyboje vis pla~iau diegiamos naujausios
technologijos, kartu kiekvienoje pastato ar statinio statybos
stadijoje atsiranda vis daugiau projektiniq sprendimq. Del to
kyla ivairiq problemq. susijusiq su sprendimq priemimo proceso optimizavimu bei tinkamq argumentq, priimant konk~ius
sprendimus inzineriniame darbe. pateikimu. Todel inzinerineje
praktikojc labai svarbi sistemine daugiamates informacijos
analizc. Straipsnyjc pateikiama daugiama~iq duomenq analizcs
starybos vcikloje galimybiq studija ir pabre7.iama didcjanti
daugiamatcs informacijos anali1.cs svarba kasdicniamc inzinieriaus darbe. taip pat \'aldant nuosa\'yb.;. Aprasytos projekta\'imo. pagrjsto daugiamaciais dUlllllcnimis. galimybCs ir tokiq.
projcktuosc naudojallll! duumcnq. anali7c. Antrojojc straipsnio
dalyjc p<~h:ikiam<~ daugiamatc~ anali1c~ taikymu sprcndimq
pricmimu ~~~tcmu~c. ~kino~c 7moncm~. priimanlicm~ nuo~
"Yhl:~ \aldymu ~pn:ndnnu,, naudmgumo ir ~\'afi,u~ anali7c.

the elements which have not become degraded since
the previous year.
The .,C" perspective illustrates a possibility of obtaining an answer to the question of the state represented
by all the elements categorised as one type. Such an
analysis facilitates the verification of the degradation of
road surface. for example. from SMA on expressways.
Another interesting example of spatial analysis is
the analysi~ of selected elements which. within the
assumed time span. would reach the assumed qualification. for example •. poor.. - perspecti\e .. o··. I hi\ ing a
pmrerl~ de~igned

data \\ arehuusc related tu the mecha-

nism uf multidimensional
could multirly

dimension~

am1ly~i~

and

at our

cmcguric~

dispu~al.

\\e

of tht.• analy-

sis. In etl~ct. we could obtain fast reponing on the
existing or forecast state of the network. If we state
tasks related to the dimensions we are interested in.
and state masks the user is interested in. the multidimensional analysis can provide quite accurate answers
to fairly complex problems.
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